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India’s leading fast food chain  reduces 
order cycle time for 100+ SKUs using 
Pick & Put-to-light-powered mobiVUE
warehouse management system

The client is one of India's largest food service companies. It holds master franchise 
rights for two international brands.They are the market leaders in the pizza segment and 
have their presence in 1200+ outlets across India. With more than 27000 brand 
ambassadors, the company is committed to delivering quality services at a consistent 
rate to its customers.  

The client wanted to bring in more visibility, accuracy, and speed in the warehouse 
operations of one of their largest portfolio brands. The warehouse was handling 
shipments of approximately 7000 items in different combinations that were being sent 
to the150 stores in the region. Their existing paper-based system of capturing data for 
material picking and packing provided little visibility in operations. Moreover, the 
manual mode of verifying, segregating and sorting material was susceptible to errors 
and created delays in material dispatch. The order pickers were unable to process 
ororders for multiple stores in one picking cycle.
 

Why mobiVUE warehouse management system

About the client

Challenges

BCI's team conducted a three-day long study of client’s warehouse operations and 
suggested mobiVUE warehouse management system powered with advanced Pick & 
Put-to-light features. The solution could operate in a highly dynamic environment with 
superior accuracy levels. It seamlessly integrated with the client’s existing ERP and was 
deployed successfully within a week with minimal downtime. BCI offered a detailed 
workforce training of four days at the client’s premises.  Its ability to generate customized 
reports helped the client in optimizing the warehouse operations and improve efficiencies 
of 4Ms, theof 4Ms, thereby making BCI a preferred choice for them. 
 



Lorem Ipsum

mobiVUE warehouse management system improved operational efficiencies 
significantly  by automating order picking and dispatch process. Switching 
from paper-based to digital mode of data capturing created information 
trails that provided real-time visibility of available material, pickup cycle 
time, store orders, material verification, and dispatch. The guided-pickup 
and verification process enabled order fulfilment of multiple stores in one 
pickup cycle, reducing the turnaround time.

The solution
mobiVUE warehouse management system, powered by Pick & Put-to-light technology improved 
material segregation and sorting process significantly in client’s warehouse.  By way of guided 
material picking process, they were able to significantly save on order cycle time resulting in 
increased dispatch accuracy. Also, material picking for multiple store locations was now possible 
in one operation cycle. 
 
The key highlights of the solution were:

Category wise segregation of store area into ‘Dry’ and ‘Chiller’ and allotment of twenty 
put-to-light devices in each

Barcode based unique identification of material carrying trolleys 

Mapping of store device, trolley, and store ID to create guided picking process

Allotment of hand-held terminals to each picker where he could generate picklist for 20 stores 
using wave picking' reference numbers

OnOn scanning the material ID against the picklist order, the light device of the respective store 
would start to blink and display the quantity to be picked. This process would repeat until the 
order for each store was picked

Material and process validation at the picking stage
 

Real-time data capturing of each transaction in the ERP(SAP)

Real-time alerts for inventory replenishment

  
Function-level authority in the dashboard for information access

Customization of reports for shipment packing, dispatch, and inventory

The solution automated data capturing process creating digital trails of 
information on a real-time basis. It created function level authority for 
accessing information to ensure data security and integrity

With process automation, the picker could fulfil orders for multiple stores in 
one picking cycle reducing the turnaround time of the order fulfilment

Real-time visibility of warehouse functions helped the management in 
understanding the bottlenecks in processes and take timely corrective 
steps for optimizing the floor operations

The solution created accuracy in material sorting at the time of pickup by 
creating guided–pickup and material verification process which reduced the 
dispatch errors  manifolds
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